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Road Trip USA: Appalachian Trail

2016-05-03

rediscover the open road from the idyllic towns of new

england to the charming heart of dixie road trip usa

appalachian trail is classic roadside americana at your

fingertips inside you ll find mile by mile highlights so you can

make the most of america s two lane highways through new

england new york pennsylvania west virginia maryland

virginia north carolina and georgia driving maps covering over

2 000 miles from the north woods of maine through

pennsylvania dutch country down to the great smoky

mountains full color vintage and modern photos and

illustrations of past and present america in a slim portable

guide excerpted from road trip usa roadside curiosities and

detours revealing the personalities history and kitschy

character of the small towns and thriving cities along the

route expert advice from road warrior jamie jensen who has

zoomed along nearly 400 000 miles of highway in search of
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the perfect road trip road trip usa appalachian trail is so full of

the beauty of the american road why wait to start your next

adventure hit the road

Moon Oregon Trail Road Trip

2020-07-28

vast rugged prairies adventurous wild west towns and the

palpable spirit of the pioneers experience legend come to life

with moon oregon trail road trip choose your route drive the

entire 20 day road trip from independence missouri to oregon

city at a mild moderate or strenuous pace or take shorter

getaways along sections of the trail in kansas nebraska

wyoming and idaho including worthwhile detours drive

through history see the guernsey ruts left from wagons

almost 200 years ago read pioneer names carved into

register rock and learn about 10 000 years of oral umatilla

history practice loading a real wagon down a mug of

sarsaparilla in a recreated old west town and take a relaxing
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soak in the same hot springs as the pioneers discover

diverse historic perspectives delve into the rich cultures and

histories of the native american tribes who have called these

lands home for over 10 000 years venture through an

underground city created and inhabited by chinese pioneers

learn the stories struggles and triumphs of free and enslaved

black emigrants on the trail discover what life was really like

for women making the journey west adventure along the trail

tube through the whitewater of platte river explore limestone

caves and kayak across clear blue lakes maps and driving

tools easy to use maps and full color photos throughout keep

you oriented on and off the highway as you follow the

approximate route of the original oregon trail along with site

to site mileage driving times and detailed directions expert

insight oregon local and history buff katrina emery shares

thorough background on the realities of the trail and

recommendations for seniors families with kids and more with

moon oregon trail road trip s flexible itineraries and practical

tips you re ready to take an adventure through history looking
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to explore more of american history try moon route 66 road

trip

Lonely Planet Civil War Trail Road Trips

2016-06-01

lonely planet the world s leading travel guide publisher

whether exploring your own backyard or somewhere new

discover the freedom of the open road with lonely planet s

civil war trail road trips featuring four amazing road trips plus

up to date advice on the destinations you ll visit along the

way you can visit civil war battlefields where it all took place

and immerse yourself in the lively music culture of the south

all with your trusted travel companion jump in the car turn up

the tunes and hit the road inside lonely planet s civil war trail

road trips lavish color and gorgeous photography throughout

itineraries and planning advice to pick the right tailored routes

for your needs and interests get around easily easy to read

full color route maps detailed directions insider tips to get
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around like a local avoid trouble spots and be safe on the

road local driving rules parking toll roads essential info at

your fingertips hours of operation phone numbers websites

prices honest reviews for all budgets eating sleeping sight

seeing hidden gems that most guidebooks miss useful

features including stretch your legs detours covers

washington virginia south carolina mississippi tennessee and

more ebook features best viewed on tablet devices and

smartphones downloadable pdf and offline maps prevent

roaming and data charges effortlessly navigate and jump

between maps and reviews add notes to personalise your

guidebook experience seamlessly flip between pages

bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key

pages in a flash embedded links to recommendations

websites zoom in maps and images inbuilt dictionary for

quick referencing the perfect choice lonely planet s civil war

trail road trips is perfect for exploring the civil war trail in the

classic american way by road trip planning a civil war trip

sans a car lonely planet s usa guide our most comprehensive
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guide to the civil war regions is perfect for exploring both top

sights and lesser known gems or check out best of usa a

photo rich guide to the destination s most popular attractions

about lonely planet lonely planet is a leading travel media

company and the world s number one travel guidebook brand

providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every

kind of traveler since 1973 over the past four decades we ve

printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated

passionate global community of travelers you ll also find our

content online and in mobile apps video 14 languages nine

international magazines armchair and lifestyle books ebooks

and more important notice the digital edition of this book may

not contain all of the images found in the physical edition

Road Trip USA: The Oregon Trail

2013-05-21

professional traveler jamie jensen traveled more than 400

000 miles to bring you the best selling guide road trip usa in
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this expanded tour that follows the path of the oregon trail

jamie takes you from oregon s rugged coast to the glorious

sea and sand of cape cod covering two wonders of the world

yellowstone national park and niagara falls road trip usa the

oregon trail highlights major cities obscure towns popular

attractions roadside curiosities historic sites and oddball trivia

covering every aspect of this two lane trek exit the interstates

and create your own driving adventures on us 20 with road

trip usa the oregon trail

Moon Drive & Hike Pacific Crest Trail

2020-03-17

whether you re day hiking or taking a weekend getaway hit

the road and hit the legendary trail in california oregon and

washington with moon drive hike pacific crest trail make your

escape on shorter trips from nearby cities hit all the national

parks along the pct or drive the entire two week route from

california to washington find your hike along the pacific crest
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trail with detailed trail descriptions difficulty ratings mileage

and tips for picking the right section of the trail for you

discover adventures on and off the trail watch the bubbling

mud pots below lassen peak or admire joshua trees in the

sparse and peaceful mojave desert savor artisan homemade

style pies of all kinds in julian sample craft beers in bend or

gorge yourself at timberline lodge s gourmet brunch buffet

cross the columbia river on the historic bridge of the gods

climb into the massive granite peaks of the north cascades or

catch a magical sunrise over the eastern edge of oregon s

crater lake take it from avid hiker caroline hinchliff who

shares her insight on the best spots for wildlife watching

glamping or having a wild moment full color photos strategic

itineraries easy to use maps and site to site driving times get

the lowdown on when and where to get gas how to avoid

traffic and braving different road and weather conditions plus

tips for lgbtq travelers seniors and road trippers with kids with

moon drive hike pacific crest trail s practical tips and local

know how you re ready to lace up your hiking boots pick a
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trailhead and embark on your adventure for more epic

getaways check out moon drive hike appalachian trail

Lewis and Clark Road Trips: Exploring

the Trail Across America 2006

lonely planet the world s number one travel guide publisher

lonely planet s civil war trail road trips is your passport to the

most relevant up to date advice on what to see and skip and

what hidden discoveries await you visit the civil war

battlefields where it all took place immerse yourself in the

lively music culture of the south and admire the antebellum

architecture of charleston and natchez all with your trusted

travel companion get to the heart of the civil war trail and

begin your journey now inside lonely planet s civil war trail

road trips colour maps and images throughout highlights and

itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and

interests insider tips to save time and money and get around

like a local avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential info
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at your fingertips hours of operation phone numbers websites

transit tips prices honest reviews for all budgets eating

sleeping sightseeing going out shopping hidden gems that

most guidebooks miss cultural insights provide a richer more

rewarding travel experience history people music landscapes

wildlife cuisine politics covers washington virginia south

carolina mississippi tennessee and more the perfect choice

lonely planet s civil war trail road trips is our most

comprehensive guide to driving the civil war trail and is

perfect for discovering both popular and offbeat experiences

looking for more extensive coverage check out lonely planet s

usa guide for an in depth look at all the country has to offer

about lonely planet lonely planet is a leading travel media

company and the world s number one travel guidebook brand

providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every

kind of traveler since 1973 over the past four decades we ve

printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated

passionate global community of travelers you ll also find our

content online and in mobile apps video 14 languages nine
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international magazines armchair and lifestyle books ebooks

and more lonely planet guides are quite simply like no other

new york times lonely planet it s on everyone s bookshelves

it s in every traveler s hands it s on mobile phones it s on the

internet it s everywhere and it s telling entire generations of

people how to travel the world fairfax media australia source

nielsen bookscan australia uk usa 5 2016 4 2017

Lonely Planet Civil War Trail Road Trips

2020-07-21

get inspired and get ready to hit the road with the ultimate

guide to america s best road trips the open road 50 road trips

in the usa features strategic lists and road trip options choose

from lists of the best coastal drives cross country journeys

trips for kids awe inspiring views and more flexible itineraries

50 different road trips organized by region gear you up for

any adventure from a weekend getaway to a cross country

trip can t miss stops from coast to coast leaf peep along the
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blue ridge parkway look for wildflowers on arizona s apache

trail or gaze at the mysterious marfa lights blinking over the

west texas desert snap selfies with kitschy roadside

attractions along route 66 cross the continental divide in

colorado and fall asleep to the sound of crashing waves at

your campsite in big sur the best local flavors eat your way

through vermont s farms dairies orchards and maple houses

or indulge in gulf shrimp and fried okra in the south sample

oysters and craft beers in oregon or stop for shave ice along

the scenic oahu coastal loop expert advice from seasoned

road tripper jessica dunham comprehensive planning

resources easy to use maps helpful info on things to do

lodging and dining for every route clear directions to each

route s starting point and tips for minimizing your

environmental impact along the way gorgeous full color

photos and a fold out map essential tips for health and safety

on the road navigating weather conditions strategies for road

tripping with kids and four legged friends and playlists and

podcasts to soundtrack your adventure whether you re
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hugging the coast or driving the loneliest road find your

adventure with the open road 50 road trips in the usa for

more in depth information on a specific road trip check out

moon s bestselling road trip guides

The Open Road 2020-10-20

whether you re stopping for a day trek or taking a weekend

getaway hit the road and hit the legendary trail with moon

drive hike appalachian trail make your escape on shorter trips

from major cities or drive the entire three week route from

georgia to maine find your hike along the appalachian trail

with detailed trail descriptions mileage difficulty ratings and

tips for picking the right section of the trail for you discover

adventures off the trail immerse yourself in the spirit of

colorful trail towns peep the changing leaves in the berkshires

and cruise the sun dappled skyline drive kick back after a day

hike at a microbrewery in asheville dig in to southern

barbecue hey you ve earned it or unwind in the coffee shops

and art galleries of a hip new england hamlet take it from
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avid hiker timothy malcolm who shares his insight on the best

views waterfalls mountains and of course breweries full color

photos strategic itineraries easy to use maps and site to site

driving times get the lowdown on when and where to get gas

how to avoid traffic and braving different road and weather

conditions plus tips for lgbtq travelers seniors and road

trippers with kids with moon drive hike appalachian trail s

practical tips and local know how you re ready to lace up

your hiking boots pick a trailhead and embark on your

adventure looking to explore more of america on wheels try

moon nashville to new orleans road trip doing more than

driving through check out great smoky mountains national

park or moon carolinas georgia

Moon Drive & Hike Appalachian Trail

2019-05-07

the road awaits criss cross the country on america s classic

two lane highways with road trip usa inside you ll find 11 of
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america s favorite road trips with a flexible network of route

combinations color coded and extensively cross referenced to

allow for hundreds of possible itineraries mile by mile

highlights celebrating the best of americana including

roadside curiosities parks diners and more local history that

reveals the unique personalities of small towns and big cities

across the country vintage snapshots full color photos and

beautiful illustrations of america both then and now over 125

detailed driving maps covering more than 35 000 miles of

classic american blacktop expert advice from road warrior

jamie jensen who cruised nearly 400 000 miles of highway in

search of the perfect stretches of pavement road trip usa

celebrates the great american road trip and gives you the

tools resources and inspiration to make it your own hit the

road

Road Trip USA 2018-03-20

whether you re stopping for a day trek or taking a weekend

getaway hit the road and hit the legendary trail with moon
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drive hike pacific crest trail make your escape on shorter trips

from nearby cities hit all the national parks along the pct or

drive the entire two week route from california to washington

find your hike along the pacific crest trail with detailed trail

descriptions difficulty ratings mileage and tips for picking the

right section of the trail for you discover adventures on and

off the trail watch the bubbling mud pots below lassen peak

or admire joshua trees in the sparse and peaceful mojave

desert savor artisan homemade style pies of all kinds in julian

sample craft beers in bend or gorge yourself at timberline

lodge s gourmet brunch buffet cross the columbia river on the

historic bridge of the gods climb into the massive granite

peaks of the north cascades or catch a magical sunrise over

the eastern edge of oregon s crater lake take it from avid

hiker caroline hinchliff who shares her insight on the best

spots for wildlife watching glamping or having a wild moment

full color photos strategic itineraries easy to use maps and

site to site driving times get the lowdown on when and where

to get gas how to avoid traffic and braving different road and

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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weather conditions plus tips for lgbtq travelers seniors and

road trippers with kidswith moon drive hike pacific crest trail s

practical tips and local know how you re ready to lace up

your hiking boots pick a trailhead and embark on your

adventure for more epic getaways check out moon drive hike

appalachian trail

Moon Drive & Hike Pacific Crest Trail

2020

from the sprawling green countryside of shenandoah to the

mists rising over the great smoky mountains endless

adventure and beauty await along america s most scenic

highway inside moon blue ridge parkway road trip you ll find

multiple routes choose from flexible getaways along the blue

ridge parkway including the ultimate two week route a four

day loop from d c and more eat sleep stop and explore with

lists of the best hikes views restaurants and more you can

listen to live bluegrass find the best barbecue around or sip
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local moonshine wander through the renowned museums in

washington d c or take a break in a charming mountain town

explore a labyrinthine cave system hike a leg of the famous

appalachian trail and spot black bears and elk in great smoky

mountains national park try your hand at gem mining spend

an afternoon antique hunting or pick fruit at a family owned

orchard maps and driving tools easy to use maps keep you

oriented on and off the highway along with site to site

mileage driving times detailed directions and full color photos

throughout local expertise north carolinian and mountaineer

jason frye shares his top tips for what to do planning your trip

know when and where to get gas how to avoid traffic tips for

driving in different road and weather conditions and

suggestions for lbgtq travelers seniors and road trippers with

children with moon blue ridge parkway road trip s flexible

itineraries and practical tips you re ready to fill up and hit the

road exploring more of america on wheels try moon nashville

to new orleans road trip or moon drive hike appalachian trail

doing more than driving through check out moon great smoky
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mountains national park about moon travel guides moon was

founded in 1973 to empower independent active and

conscious travel we prioritize local businesses outdoor

recreation and traveling strategically and sustainably moon

travel guides are written by local expert authors with great

stories to tell and they can t wait to share their favorite places

with you for more inspiration follow moonguides on social

media

Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip

2023-11-07

hit the road with moon travel guides the blue ridge parkway

connects the green valleys of shenandoah national park to

the great smoky mountains drive america s most scenic

highway with moon blue ridge parkway road trip inside you ll

find maps and driving tools 29 easy to use maps keep you

oriented on and off the highway along with site to site

mileage driving times and detailed directions for the entire
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route eat sleep stop and explore listen to live bluegrass with

a glass of local moonshine drive past fields brimming with

fireflies and wander through american history you ll know

exactly what you want to do at each stop with lists of the best

hikes views and more itineraries for every traveler drive the

entire two week route or follow strategic itineraries like music

of the blue ridge including suggestions for spending time in in

washington dc front royal waynesboro roanoke galax

asheville cherokee and knoxville local expert north carolinian

and mountaineer jason frye shares his love of the great

smoky mountains and where to find the best barbecue

planning your trip know when and where to get gas how to

avoid traffic tips for driving in different road and weather

conditions and suggestions for lgbtq travelers seniors and

road trippers with kids with moon blue ridge parkway road trip

s practical tips detailed itineraries and local insight you re

ready to fill up the tank and hit the road looking to explore

more of america on wheels try moon nashville to new orleans

road trip doing more than driving through check out moon
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blue ridge smoky mountains or moon north carolina

Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip

2015-07-21

criss cross the country on america s two lane highways with

the 25th anniversary edition of the ultimate guide to the

classic road trip insideroad trip usa you ll find 11 routes

through the heart of america color coded and extensively

cross referenced to allow for hundreds of possible itineraries

mile by mile highlights celebrating the best of americana

including roadside curiosities parks diners and the local

history and personality that makes each small town and big

city unique over 125 streamlined maps covering more than

35 000 miles of two lane american blacktop full color photos

and illustrations of america both then and now expert advice

from road warrior jamie jensen who sped along nearly 400

000 miles of highway in search of the perfect stretches of

pavement insight into the great american road trip as well as
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resources history and fun facts along the way hit the road roll

down the windows and discover the soul of the country with

road trip usa about moon travel guides moon was founded in

1973 to empower independent active and conscious travel we

prioritize local businesses outdoor recreation and traveling

strategically and sustainably moon travel guides are written

by local expert authors with great stories to tell and they can t

wait to share their favorite places with you for more

inspiration follow moonguides on social media

Road Trip USA (25th Anniversary

Edition) 2021-06-08

from the misty mountains in maine to the coastal charms of

cape cod there s no shortage of adventure in new england

get ready to hit the road with moon new england road trip

inside you ll find multiple routes choose from flexible road

trips like a fall foliage tour getaways from the cities or the

ultimate two week route through all of new england eat sleep
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stop and explore with lists of the best hikes views eateries

and more you can trek among spruce trees in the white

mountains cycle through acadia national park or cruise down

bucolic lanes of woodstock take to the sea and spot

humpback whales and puffin colonies shop for wood fired

maple syrup or snag a buttery lobster roll after a day at the

beach dive into boston s revolutionary history sample farm

fresh produce in the berkshires party in providence or sip

your way through some of the area s best microbreweries

maps and driving tools easy to use maps keep you oriented

on and off the highway along with site to site mileage driving

times detailed directions and full color photos throughout local

expertise lifelong new englander and road warrior miles

howard shares the local secrets of maine new hampshire

vermont massachusetts new york and rhode island planning

your trip know when and where to get gas how to avoid traffic

tips for driving in different road and weather conditions and

suggestions for lgbtq travelers seniors and road trippers with

kids with moon new england road trip s practical tips detailed
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itineraries and insider s view you re ready to fill up the tank

and hit the road looking to explore more of america on

wheels try moon blue ridge parkway road trip spending more

time in the city check out moon boston about moon travel

guides moon was founded in 1973 to empower independent

active and conscious travel we prioritize local businesses

outdoor recreation and traveling strategically and sustainably

moon travel guides are written by local expert authors with

great stories to tell and they can t wait to share their favorite

places with you for more inspiration follow moonguides on

social media

Moon New England Road Trip

2021-11-23

texas road trip stories from across the great state and few

personal reflections
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Texas Road Trip 2004

inside lonely planet s route 66 road trips up to date

information all businesses were rechecked before publication

to ensure they are still open after 2020 s covid 19 outbreak

lavish color and gorgeous photography throughout itineraries

and planning advice to pick the right tailored routes for your

needs and interests get around easily easy to read full color

route maps detailed directions insider tips to get around like a

local avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road local driving

rules parking toll roads essential infoat your fingertips hours

of operation phone numbers websites prices honest reviews

for all budgets eating sleeping sightseeing hidden gems that

most guidebooks miss useful features including stretch your

legs detours link your trip covers los angeles chicago st louis

kansas california albuquerque santa fe arizona new mexico

texas oklahoma missouri illinois and more the perfect choice

lonely planet route 66 road trips is perfect for exploring route

66 in the classic american way by road trip planning a route
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66 trip sans a car lonely planet s usa guide our most

comprehensive guide to the usa is perfect for exploring both

top sights and lesser known gems looking for a guide

focused on a specific route 66 city check out the lonely planet

chicago guide or the los angeles san diego southern

california guide for a comprehensive look at all that these

cities have to offer or pocket chicago and pocket lose

angeles handy sized guides focused on the can t miss sights

for a quick trip there s more in store for you for more road

tripping ideas check out lonely planet s usabest trips guides

to southwest usa florida the south or new york the mid

atlantic s best trips guide or road trips guides to pacific coast

highways to san antonio austin texas backcountry or the civil

war trail also check out lonely planet s european best trips

guides to europe or road trips guides to iceland s ring road

normandy d day beaches or the amalfi coast ebook features

best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones

downloadable pdf and offline maps prevent roaming and data

charges effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and
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reviews add notes to personalize your guidebook experience

seamlessly flip between pages bookmarksand speedy search

capabilities get you to key pages in a flash embedded links to

recommendations websites zoom in maps and images inbuilt

dictionary for quick referencing about lonely planet lonely

planet is a leading travel media company providing both

inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveler

since 1973 over the past four decades we ve printed over

145 million guidebooks and phrasebooks for 120 languages

and grown a dedicated passionate global community of

travelers you ll also find our content online and in mobile

apps videos 14 languages armchair and lifestyle books

ebooks and more enabling you to explore every day lonely

planet guides are quite simply like no other new york times

lonely planet it s on everyone s bookshelves it s in every

traveler s hands it s on mobile phones it s on the internet it s

everywhere and it s telling entire generations of people how

to travel the world fairfax media australia
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Best Road Trips Route 66 3 2023-02

take a wonderful road trip through southeastern indiana by

driving the canals and rivers auto trail this delightful auto trail

tours through the heart of franklin and dearborn counties

explore the historic sites of metamora brookville lawrenceburg

and aurora indiana visit the whitewater canal state historic

site and then drive along the whitewater and ohio rivers tour

historic hillforest mansion in aurora and then return to

metamora through the scenic southeastern indiana

countryside driving the canals and rivers auto trail is an ideal

travel guide for this historic and wonderful region whitewater

canal road trip tourism travel tourism guide

Driving the Canals and Rivers Auto Trail

2018-11

the lewis and clark expedition to the pacific coast in 1803 06

is the great american adventure story this travel guide to the
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lewis and clark trail features over 800 tourist destinations

from washington d c to the pacific coast and from new

orleans to the canadian border trip planning is made easy the

destinations divided into ten regions are grouped by location

with 161 maps and driving directions the second edition

includes the historic 573 lewis and clark campsites with a

new feature the story of the expedition s adventures

connected to the places where they happened history

connected to place makes history interesting

Lewis and Clark Road Trips

2017-11-24

this third edition of driving the great western trail in arizona

contains four new trails in addition two of the original trails

have been modified would you like to camp on an indian

reservation or in an unspoiled forest or star lit desert

accompanied by the sounds of native wildlife would you like

to show your children where the deer and the antelope really
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play and to drive on the mormon honeymoon trail or the

moqui stagecoach trail as the pioneers did in covered

wagons if so then stock your jeep pack a tent and this book

and say goodbye to the hustle and bustle of civilization for a

week you can also vicariously enjoy the great western trail

from the passenger s seat in the four wheeling dvd adventure

the great western trail in arizona traveling more than 418

miles through deserts streams and over mountains you ll visit

the twelve sections of the trail that will awe both newbies to

the sport as well as hard core off road aficionados

Driving the Great Western Trail in Arizona

2014-07-07

the gringo trail is the backpacker s route through south

america that has become a modern legend amongst

travellers this book charts the travels of three characters

none of whom could have anticipated the incredible outcome
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The Gringo Trail 2017-11-24

this full color third edition of driving the great western trail in

arizona contains four new trails in addition two of the original

trails have been modified would you like to camp on an

indian reservation or in an unspoiled forest or star lit desert

accompanied by the sounds of native wildlife would you like

to show your children where the deer and the antelope really

play and to drive on the mormon honeymoon trail or the

moqui stagecoach trail as the pioneers did in covered

wagons if so then stock your jeep pack a tent and this book

and say goodbye to the hustle and bustle of civilization for a

week you can also vicariously enjoy the great western trail

from the passenger s seat in the four wheeling dvd adventure

the great western trail in arizona traveling more than 418

miles through deserts streams and over mountains you ll visit

the twelve sections of the trail that will awe both newbies to

the sport as well as hard core off road aficionados
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Driving the Great Western Trail in Arizona

2012-06-12

this choose your own adventure guidebook is the first of its

kind to take take the easy hike offroading and up forest roads

into the lush landscape of washington state most forest roads

in washington climb almost as high as some of the trails

providing vistas almost as good as those reached by foot

featuring 75 roads throughout the state the author outlines

hikes off of each route whether you want to start by foot at

the bottom or closer to the peak some of these roads are

paved and designated forest highways while others are rough

single lane routes where wildlife and scenery outnumber

vehicles

Wild Roads Washington 2007-06-05

roadtripping across the country has been a rite of passage for

generations from jack kerouac and neal cassady s on the
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road to easy rider to thelma and louise the journey is the

destination and in frommer s mtv us roadtrips the old school

travel guides and cutting edge authors combine their talents

and resources for 10 eclectic rides maya kroth pursues the

cue from austin to charlotte in a southern bbq roadtrip ethan

wolff visits the desert southwest on the trail of the first

americans ashley marinaccio stays at haunted hotels in

search of the unexplained and paranormal in the weird

northeast our other authors go everywhere from down the

shore through the urban heartland and on a tour of west

coast underground rock clubs

MTV Road Trips U.S.A. 2019-11-21

color edition a travel guide with a twist the author weaves the

exciting story of lewis and clark s exploration of the west

during the early 1800s into her story of discoveries

throughout america both on and off the historical trail take a

road trip into history while discovering present day america in

addition to visiting many exceptional lewis and clark sites and
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the rivers they traveled she explores a wealth of scenic

wonders and cultural and historic locations included are

national and state parks museums state capitols rivers cities

gardens interesting people and unique off the beaten path

attractions a book for the armchair traveler history buff and

anyone contemplating an extended road trip across america

you ll find lots of tips to make your trip exciting and enjoyable

included are over 150 of the author s photographs available

in black and white and full color editions

Adventures Across America

2019-11-21

black white edition a travel guide with a twist the author

weaves the exciting story of lewis and clark s exploration of

the west during the early 1800s into her story of discoveries

throughout america both on and off the historical trail take a

road trip into history while discovering present day america in

addition to visiting many exceptional lewis and clark sites and
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the rivers they traveled she explores a wealth of scenic

wonders and cultural and historic locations included are

national and state parks museums state capitols rivers cities

gardens interesting people and unique off the beaten path

attractions a book for the armchair traveler history buff and

anyone contemplating an extended road trip across america

you ll find lots of tips to make your trip exciting and enjoyable

included are over 150 of the author s photographs available

in black and white and full color editions

Adventures Across America

2014-11-03

would you like to camp on an indian reservation or in an

unspoiled forest or star lit desert accompanied by the sounds

of native wildlife would you like to show your children where

the deer and the antelope really play and to drive on the

mormon honeymoon trail or the moqui stagecoach trail as the

pioneers did in covered wagons if so then stock your jeep
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pack a tent and this book and say goodbye to the hustle and

bustle of civilization for a week this is a full color updated

edition of driving the great western trail in arizona you can

also vicariously enjoy the great western trail from the

passenger s seat in the four wheeling dvd adventure the

great western trail in arizona traveling more than 350 miles

through deserts streams and over mountains you ll visit the

twelve sections of the trail that will awe both newbies to the

sport as well as hard core off road aficionados

Driving the Great Western Trail in Arizona

2012-06-12

discover the beauty of washington state with these 75 scenic

road trips each of which leads to an easy day hike this

choose your own adventure guidebook is the first of its kind

to take take the easy hike offroading and up forest roads into

the lush landscape of washington state most forest roads in

washington climb almost as high as some of the trails
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providing vistas almost as good as those reached by foot

featuring 75 roads throughout the state the author outlines

hikes off of each route whether you want to start by foot at

the bottom or closer to the peak some of these roads are

paved and designated forest highways while others are rough

single lane routes where wildlife and scenery outnumber

vehicles

Wild Roads Washington 2014-07-07

mark mann and his girlfriend melissa set off to explore the

ancient monuments mountains and rainforests of south

america but for their friend mark south america meant only

one thing drugs sad funny and shocking the gringo trail is a

darkly comic road trip and a revealing journey through south

america s turbulent history

The Gringo Trail 2023-11-07

from the sprawling green countryside of shenandoah to the
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mists rising over the great smoky mountains endless

adventure and beauty await along america s most scenic

highway inside moon blue ridge parkway road trip you ll find

multiple routes choose from flexible getaways along the blue

ridge parkway including the ultimate two week route a four

day loop from d c and more eat sleep stop and explore with

lists of the best hikes views restaurants and more you can

listen to live bluegrass find the best barbecue around or sip

local moonshine wander through the renowned museums in

washington d c or take a break in a charming mountain town

explore a labyrinthine cave system hike a leg of the famous

appalachian trail and spot black bears and elk in great smoky

mountains national park try your hand at gem mining spend

an afternoon antique hunting or pick fruit at a family owned

orchard maps and driving tools easy to use maps keep you

oriented on and off the highway along with site to site

mileage driving times detailed directions and full color photos

throughout local expertise north carolinian and mountaineer

jason frye shares his top tips for what to do planning your trip
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know when and where to get gas how to avoid traffic tips for

driving in different road and weather conditions and

suggestions for lbgtq travelers seniors and road trippers with

children with moon blue ridge parkway road trip s flexible

itineraries and practical tips you re ready to fill up and hit the

road exploring more of america on wheels try moon nashville

to new orleans road trip or moon drive hike appalachian trail

doing more than driving through check out moon great smoky

mountains national park about moon travel guides moon was

founded in 1973 to empower independent active and

conscious travel we prioritize local businesses outdoor

recreation and traveling strategically and sustainably moon

travel guides are written by local expert authors with great

stories to tell and they can t wait to share their favorite places

with you for more inspiration follow moonguides on social

media
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Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip

(Fourth Edition) 2022-04-19

rugged landscapes glacier carved scenery and lush forests

every mile along this epic journey presents an opportunity for

adventure explore the best of the rockies with moon u s

canadian rockies road trip multiple routes choose a portion of

the road trip that covers the rockies in the us and canada or

embark on the ultimate three week route between calgary

and denver including jasper banff glacier yellowstone and

zion unbeatable outdoor adventures along the way hike

through alpine wildflowers beneath waterfalls and past snowy

peaks and glaciers spot wild elk moose and bighorn sheep

marvel at yoho s thundering takkakaw falls or paddle over a

crystal clear lake soak up views of the tetons drive the going

to the sun road or go whitewater rafting soak in a natural hot

spring hike to your campsite and spot the milky way before

you drift to sleep under the stars eat sleep stop and explore

with lists of the best views restaurants unique activities and
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more ride the international over the alberta montana border

or stay overnight in the elegant chateau lake louise catch the

annual stampede in calgary sundance in salt lake city or the

colorado shakespeare festival chow down on poutine alberta

beef and wild huckleberries or explore the international food

scene in denver covers 9 national parks jasper banff yoho

kootenay waterton glacier yellowstone grand teton and rocky

mountain national park maps and driving tools easy to use

maps keep you oriented on and off the highway along with

site to site mileage driving times detailed directions and full

color photos throughout expert advice from former national

park guide and author of moon usa national parks becky

lomax helpful resources on covid 19 and road tripping the u s

and canadian rockies planning your trip find when and where

to get gas how to avoid traffic tips for driving in different road

and weather conditions safety tips and suggestions for lbgtq

travelers seniors and road trippers with kids with moon u s

canadian rockies road trip s flexible itineraries and practical

tips you re ready to fill up and hit the road about moon travel
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guides moon was founded in 1973 to empower independent

active and conscious travel we prioritize local businesses

outdoor recreation and traveling strategically and sustainably

moon travel guides are written by local expert authors with

great stories to tell and they can t wait to share their favorite

places with you for more inspiration follow moonguides on

social media

Moon U.S. & Canadian Rocky Mountains

Road Trip 2015-05-26

hit the road with moon travel guides discover vibrant cities

like seattle vancouver and portland and the lush emerald

wilderness in between moon pacific northwest road trip can

do everything but change the radio station inside you ll find

maps and driving tools 31 easy to use maps keep you

oriented on and off the highway along with site to site

mileage driving times and detailed directions for the entire

route eat sleep stop and explore you ll know exactly what you
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want to do at each stop with lists of the best hikes views and

more climb mount rainier or relax in seattle with a freshly

brewed cup of coffee or a local craft beer hike the temperate

rainforests of oregon kayak the puget sound in washington hit

the ski slopes in whistler or take the ferry to canada to see

first nations art itineraries for every traveler drive the entire

two week route or follow suggestions for spending time in in

vancouver victoria the olympic peninsula seattle the oregon

coast portland neah bay port angeles greenwater paradise

olympia astoria aberdeen and newport local expert native

washingtonian and outdoorswoman allison williams shares

her love of the pacific northwest with you planning your trip

know when and where to get gas how to avoid traffic tips for

driving in different road and weather conditions and

suggestions for lgbtq travelers seniors and road trippers with

kids with moon pacific northwest road trip s practical tips

detailed itineraries and insider s view you re ready to fill up

the tank and hit the road looking to explore more of america

on wheels try moon pacific coast highway road trip doing
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more than driving through check out moon seattle or moon

vancouver the canadian rockies

Moon Pacific Northwest Road Trip

2014-10-08

national geographic presents the great outdoors through the

world s best auto trips for nature lovers hikers and

adventurers pack your suitcase load up the car and head for

the open road this lavishly illustrated hardcover travel planner

and gift book gives you every bit of information you ll need to

navigate 400 amazing driving routes in some of the world s

most fascinating locales this practical travel planner provides

specific in depth descriptions of the sights each drive offers a

clear detailed easy to read map of each route useful

information on the best time to travel and insider tips to help

you get the most out of every fabulous trip abundant sidebars

call your attention to standout sights along the drive or

entertaining background information on the region and its
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culture while handy indeed as a planner drives of a lifetime

doubles as a full color gift book with more than 200 dazzling

large format photos and crisp evocative text that will enchant

armchair travelers the book immerses you in the unique

appeal and beauty of hundreds of inviting locales sample

entries include the road to the spectacular ancient ruins in

and around angkor wat in cambodia the natchez trace

parkway along an ancient native american trail through

mississippi the scenic old coastal route from dublin to

wexford in ireland an off road dune drive in dubai the famous

ocean views along the cabot trail in nova scotia canada the

winelands route through south africa s western cape a drive

among the incredible land formations in south dakota s

badlands and an archaeological tour through syria in addition

you ll find several fun top ten lists skyscraping drives

mediterranean island roads african wildlife excursions and

more chapters organized by theme include ultimate road trips

featuring famous drives such as highway one down the

california coast over hill and mountains by sea and shore the
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road less traveled highlighting unpaved an

Drives of a Lifetime 2022-10

the oregon trail the route of the pioneers during the largest

mass migration in united states history was a long and

difficult journey made by americans nearly two centuries ago

this guidebook rich with photos interviews and information

about the famous landmarks facilities individuals activities and

towns along the trail will please both adventurers planning to

travel the trail and individuals who wish to learn about and

follow the trail from an easy chair complete with maps and

details of each state from missouri to oregon exploring the

oregon trail will give readers everything needed to follow in

the footsteps of the american pioneers

A Traveler's Guide to the Oregon Trail
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2006

50 great road trips and trail rides by bob morgan from

cruising the flats to challenging climbs iowa has everything a

cyclist could want this is your guide to two wheeled fun

Biking Iowa 2015-07-21

hit the road with moon travel guides see the wide open

natural beauty and glittering cities of the american west on

this epic adventure inside moon california road trip you ll find

maps and driving tools 50 easy to use maps keep you

oriented on and off the highway along with site to site

mileage driving times and detailed directions for the entire

route eat sleep stop and explore marvel at waterfalls pouring

down granite rock faces layers of red and gold sandstone

and pale cliffs standing stark against the thundering waves of

the pacific explore san francisco s colorful character discover

the world class culture and amusement park fun of los

angeles and see the glittering towers of las vegas against the
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dark desert sky itineraries for every traveler drive the entire

two week best of the west or mix and match for shorter road

trips like san francisco yosemite and los angeles in six days

local expert local surfer and adventurer stuart thornton shares

his thirst for the next secluded beach quirky pit stop and

mountaintop vista planning your trip know when and where to

get gas how to avoid traffic tips for driving in different road

and weather conditions and suggestions for lgbtq travelers

seniors and road trippers with kids with moon california road

trip s practical tips detailed itineraries and insider s view you

re ready to fill up the tank and hit the road looking to explore

more of america on wheels try moon pacific coast highway

doing more than driving through check out moon california

moon grand canyon or moon yosemite sequoia kings canyon

Moon California Road Trip 2016-07-07

if you ve ever dreamed of completing an epic car journey the

50 greatest road trips is for you packed full of the most exotic

exciting and iconic road trips across the americas asia
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europe and africa it showcases the ultimate in car adventures

sarah woods is a veteran of road tripping having driven the

iconic 19 000 mile route from north america to south america

s tip completed several dusty voyages in the australian

outback and scaled towering saharan sand dunes in a 4x4

readers are sure to feel the urge to climb into an old

chevrolet crank up the tunes on the stereo flick the sunroof

open and settle back for one heck of a ride on the open road

The 50 Greatest Road Trips

2018-04-17

the road awaits from the evergreen giants of the pacific

northwest to the beaches and brews of san diego road trip

usa pacific coast highway reveals the best of the pch

excerpted from road trip usa mile by mile highlights so you

can make the most of this winding highway through olympic

national park cape perpetua avenue of the giants hearst

castle and more driving maps covering 1 500 miles of classic
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american blacktop from oregon s ancient forests down the

coast to california s sunny beaches vintage snapshots full

color photos and beautiful illustrations of the west coast both

then and now in a slim portable guide local history that

reveals the unique personalities of small towns and big cities

along the route plus roadside curiosities and worthwhile

detours expert advice from road warrior jamie jensen who

has zoomed along nearly 400 000 miles of highway in search

of the perfect stretches of pavement road trip usa pacific

coast highway celebrates the great american road trip and

gives you the tools resources and inspiration to make it your

own hit the road want more road trips criss cross the country

on two lane highways with the 11 routes in road trip usa

Road Trip USA Pacific Coast Highway

2023-04-18

wind carved red rocks brightly painted adobe houses and

miles of open desert road explore the beauty of the
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southwest with moon southwest road trip inside you ll find

flexible itineraries drive the entire two week road trip or follow

strategic routes like a route 66 road trip or a week long tour

of the national parks or plan a shorter getaway to las vegas

the grand canyon zion and bryce arches and canyonlands

santa fe or taos eat sleep stop and explore with lists of the

best hikes views and more you can marvel at the sandstone

spires of monument valley and the cliff dwellings of mesa

verde national park go mountain biking in moab or swimming

in havasu falls revel in the glitz of las vegas shop the markets

of santa fe and dig in to delicious southwestern cuisine maps

and driving tools 32 easy to use maps keep you oriented on

and off the highway along with site to site mileage driving

times detailed directions for the entire route and full color

photos throughout local expertise road warrior and arizona

local tim hull shares his love of the southwest including where

to find the best fiery chiles planning your trip know when and

where to get gas how to avoid traffic tips for driving in

different road and weather conditions with moon southwest
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road trip s practical tips flexible itineraries and local know

how you re ready to fill up the tank and hit the road looking

for more scenic road trips in america try the open road

spending more time in the southwest check out moon arizona

the grand canyon moon new mexico or moon utah about

moon travel guides moon was founded in 1973 to empower

independent active and conscious travel we prioritize local

businesses outdoor recreation and traveling strategically and

sustainably moon travel guides are written by local expert

authors with great stories to tell and they can t wait to share

their favorite places with you for more inspiration follow

moonguides on social media

Moon Southwest Road Trip

2021-01-12

includes a foldout map of the civil rights trail
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Moon U. S. Civil Rights Trail
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